Price Surge System

Weekly Options
Weeklyys are designed to be a cost-effective way to trade around short-term patterns and events in a specific time period. Because of the short time to expiration, weekly premiums are a fraction of the cost of monthly options. It is possible to purchase numerous contracts for the same total investment when compared to monthly expirations.

Many traders focus on trading straight forward long-term (long) Call and (short) Put option trades, holding the contracts for several months to as long as a year or more. While you could spend a lifetime learning about and perfecting these straight forward strategies, other traders are expanding their horizons. There is a new and unique trading opportunity available to traders willing to put in the time to learn about the different trading vehicle of “Weekly Options”.

120 Weekly Trade Strategy Newsletter Information
The 120 weekly newsletter can be subscribed to on either a monthly or a quarterly basis. If you'd like information about becoming a registered owner or general information regarding this service, please contact us at 888-233-1431, or by email at support@120WeeklyAdvisory.com.